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STATEMENT OF THE CASE

On October 7, 2014, the above-captioned claim was heard in Batesville, Arkansas.

A prehearing conference took place on July 28, 2014.  A prehearing order entered on that

date pursuant to the conference was admitted without objection as Commission Exhibit 1.

At the hearing, the parties confirmed that the issues and respective contentions, as

amended, were properly set forth in the order.

Stipulations

The parties discussed the stipulations set forth in Commission Exhibit 1.  With the

amendment of the second at the hearing, they are the following two, which I accept:

1. The July 16, 2012 decision in this matter is res judicata and the Law of the

Case.
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2. Claimant’s average weekly wage entitles her to compensation rates of

$395.00/$296.00.

Issues

At the hearing, the parties discussed the issues set forth in Commission Exhibit 1.

With the amendment of the treatment issue and the reservation of issues concerning her

entitlement to additional temporary total disability benefits, an impairment rating and

permanent partial disability benefits, and to a controverted attorney’s fee, the following

were litigated:

1. Whether Claimant is entitled to additional medical treatment in the form of

surgery on her left shoulder.

2. Whether Claimant is entitled to reimbursement for medical mileage.

All other issues have been reserved.

Contentions

The respective contentions of the parties read:

Claimant:

1. Claimant contends that she sustained an injury to her right shoulder on

September 10, 2009, and received treatment for an ongoing period which

ended in 2011.

2. The injury was sustained while acting in the scope of her employment.

3. The claimant further contends that the right shoulder injury was the

proximate cause of a left shoulder injury and tear.

4. Specifically, Claimant contends that the left shoulder pain began at the same

time as she sustained the right shoulder injury and that the left shoulder
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medical problems arose because of the ongoing necessity of using and

straining her left side.

5. The left shoulder pain was diagnosed as a torn rotator cuff and the issue of

compensability was litigated in 2012.

6. The claimant was awarded treatment and underwent surgery in May 2013.

7. She contends that there are still medical bills and out-of-pocket costs to be

paid and further contends that she should receive a final evaluation and

impairment rating.

Respondents:

1. Respondents contend that the claimant sustained a compensable right

shoulder injury and received the appropriate benefits.

2. Claimant’s left shoulder was found to be a compensable consequence of her

right shoulder injury on July 16, 2012, and the respondents were ordered to

return the claimant to Dr. Varela and pay the left shoulder medical expenses

already incurred.  They did that and paid for another MRI.  After reviewing

the MRI, Dr. Varela opined that “I see no evidence that this recurrent bursitis

and rotator cuff condition is related to her work injury in 2009.”  He advised

the claimant to pursue treatment on her regular insurance.  The left shoulder

medical treatment after September 21, 2012 is not compensable.

FINDINGS OF FACT AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

After reviewing the record as a whole, including medical reports and other matters

properly before the Commission, and having had an opportunity to hear the testimony of
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hearing witnesses and to observe their demeanor, I hereby make the following findings of

fact and conclusions of law in accordance with Ark. Code Ann. § 11-9-704 (Repl. 2012):

1. The Arkansas Workers’ Compensation Commission has jurisdiction over this

claim.

2. The stipulations set forth above are reasonable and are hereby accepted.

3. Claimant has proven by a preponderance of the evidence that the left

shoulder surgery that Dr. Charles Varela performed on her on May 30, 2013,

and the other treatment connected therewith, was reasonable and

necessary.

4. Claimant has proven by a preponderance of the evidence that she is entitled

to reimbursement for mileage incurred in connection with the reasonable and

necessary treatment of her compensable left shoulder injury.  This is

comprised of four 85-mile round trips to Stone County Medical Center and/or

the office of Dr. Charles Varela.

CASE IN CHIEF

I. Summary of Evidence

Claimant and Bobbye Smith testified at the hearing.

In addition to the prehearing order discussed above, exhibits admitted into evidence

in this case were Claimant’s Exhibit 1, a compilation of her medical records, consisting of

nine numbered pages; and Respondents’ Exhibit 1, a report by Dr. Charles Varela dated

September 21, 2012, consisting of one index page and one page thereafter.  In addition,

and at the request of Claimant, the one-volume transcript of the April 24, 2012 hearing in

this case has been incorporated herein by reference.
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II. Procedural History

An assessment of the issues at bar first requires a recounting of the procedural

history of this matter.  As stated above, the first hearing was held on this claim on April 24,

2012,.  I presided over that hearing as well.  My July 16, 2012 opinion contains the

following findings of fact and conclusions of law:

1. The Arkansas Workers’ Compensation Commission has jurisdiction
over this claim.

2. The stipulations set forth [below] are reasonable and are hereby
accepted[:]

A. The employer/employee relationship existed among the parties
on September 10, 2009, when Claimant sustained an injury to
her right shoulder.

B. Respondents accepted the right shoulder injury as
compensable and paid benefits pursuant thereto.

3. Claimant has proven by a preponderance of the evidence that she
sustained an injury to her left shoulder that is a compensable
consequence of her right shoulder injury, which Respondents
accepted as compensable.

4. Claimant has proven by a preponderance of the evidence that all of
the treatment of her left shoulder that is reflected in the medical
evidence was reasonable and necessary.

5. Claimant has proven by a preponderance of the evidence that she is
entitled to additional reasonable and necessary treatment of her left
shoulder by Dr. Charles Varela.

Respondents did not appeal this decision.  The 2012 opinion is thus binding on this

proceeding under the Law of the Case Doctrine, and is res judicata.  See Thurman v.

Clarke Industries, Inc., 45 Ark. App. 87, 872 S.W.2d 418 (1994).
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1Claimant also testified to wearing another type of sling that allowed her right arm
more freedom of movement.  But the evidence does not reflect that she was wearing it
during the period relevant to the claim.

2Prior to the surgery, Claimant also used her right upper extremity to help push
the cart; but because she was already using the sling by that time, her arm remained
right next to her body as she did so.

III. Testimony

In the opinion on the 2012 hearing, I assessed the testimony given on that occasion

as follows:

According to her testimony, which I credit, Claimant only experienced
soreness in her left shoulder as a result of the encounter with the resident
that hurt her right shoulder.  She underwent her first (of three) right shoulder
surgery on November 13, 2009.  When she returned to work in mid-January
2010, she wore a sling that held her right arm next to her body.1  Her left
shoulder never stopped bothering her, and she ascribed the condition to
having to now use it exclusively.  When asked about activities she was
performing, Claimant described pushing/stopping a medication cart–which
she described as “pretty heavy” and “like a Craftsman tool box . . . full of
medicines”–with only her left upper extremity.  At that point, following her
surgery, she only used her right arm/hand/shoulder for such tasks as signing
paperwork and handing out water and medications.2  She stated that she
performed this work for three months, and that her left shoulder problems
worsened to the point where she could not work any longer.  Claimant
related that this worsening happened gradually and became noticeable (in
that it became more than the soreness the followed the encounter with the
resident) in February 2010; it was not due to any specific incident.

She reported her left shoulder condition to Dr. Jeffrey Angel, who was
also treating her right one, around February or March 2010.  As a result, he
placed her on anti-inflammatories and ordered an MRI.  The MRI, conducted
on July 16, 2010, showed a thickened supraspinatous, along with fluid in the
AC joint and interstitial tearing.  Angel sought to have Claimant approved for
a left shoulder arthroscopy with rotator cuff repair, but Respondents first
wanted the condition treated with injections and physical therapy.  This took
place; Claimant underwent treatment for a time on both shoulders.  However,
the doctor concentrated on the right one.  Eventually, Claimant was released
from treatment by Dr. Angel, and went on to treat with Dr. Charles Varela
and Dr. Tad Pruitt for the right shoulder.  While Claimant continued to
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contact Ms. Bobbye Smith, the case manager, about the right shoulder, she
was rebuffed.  At present, she is still suffering from muscle spasms in the left
shoulder when she overly uses it.  Claimant treats the condition with pain
medication, muscle relaxers and ice/heat packs.  She no longer works, but
feels that she could return to nursing if her left shoulder is repaired.

Claimant wants to have Dr. Varela evaluate her left shoulder.  When
asked why he did not do this when she was seeing him earlier, she
responded that the doctor told her that he was only supposed to treat her
right shoulder and that he would not address the left one.

Claimant testified in the most recent hearing that after she was awarded reasonable

and necessary treatment of her left shoulder in the previous proceeding, she returned to

Dr. Varela to obtain it.  She underwent an MRI of the shoulder in September 2012.  But he

informed her that because the test did not definitively show a tear, he could not perform

the surgical procedure under workers’ compensation.  Claimant asked Bobbye Smith, the

adjustor, if the MRI could be read by someone else as a “second opinion,” but this was

denied.  Notwithstanding this, she elected to continue to treat with Varela, whom she

termed “a very good doctor.”  The testimony of Claimant was that she was afraid that

delaying the surgery would be“tak[ing] the risk of that muscle tearing completely in two or

have it fixed before it got so bad so at least I would have one good arm.” Consequently,

she elected to proceed with the surgery under Medicare once she became eligible, in April

2013.  The operation took place that next month.  However, it is her understanding that the

surgery revealed that she was suffering from partial tear of the rotator cuff.  Regardless,

Varela refused to change his earlier findings.

In addition to the operation, she has undergone three injections in her left shoulder

to treat inflammation.  Medicare covered these as well.  She has recovered from the
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surgery, and the injections helped as well.  Dr. Varela plans to continue the injections

indefinitely, three times a year, in both shoulders.

According to Claimant, she incurred some out-of-pocket costs in connection with the

above treatment.  This includes four 85-mile (per her odometer) round trips from her home

to Dr. Varela’s office and/or the hospital that related to the surgery and its aftermath.

Respondents have reimbursed her for mileage in connection with the injections.

Called by Respondents, Bobbye Smith testified that she is an adjustor for

Respondent Cannon Cochran Management Services, as has been so employed for

approximately 30 years.  She has been the adjuster on the instant claim from its inception.

It was her understanding from the 2012 opinion that Claimant was entitled to reasonable

and necessary treatment of her left shoulder.  As part of this, Respondents paid for

Claimant to undergo an MRI of that shoulder in 2012.  Dr. Varela’s September 21, 2012

report on that MRI, which she read, stated that Claimant’s has a chronic condition,

degenerative in nature, and that it was his opinion that the condition was not a result of her

2009 work-related injury.  Smith discussed this matter with Varela’s nurse.  For that reason,

she did not consider surgery on the left shoulder to be reasonable and necessary.

However, Respondents have covered all of Claimant’s left shoulder treatment up to the

time of Varela’s opinion, and have also been paying for maintenance injections in both

shoulders.

With respect to the mileage at issue, Smith testified that Claimant did not submit it

to her for payment.  But Smith admitted that she would not have covered it even if Claimant

had submitted it, in light of Respondents’ position that the surgery was not reasonable and

necessary.
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Smith also admitted that she continued to deny coverage for the left shoulder

surgery even though the results of the surgery indicate that she had a rotator cuff tear.

This decision was based upon his opinion, pre-surgery, that the MRI results only showed

degenerative findings and were not related to an acute, traumatic event.  She turned down

Claimant’s request to have the September 2012 MRI read by someone else because Dr.

Varela was Claimant’s change-of-physician doctor.  Asked why their decision to deny

coverage was not revisited in light of the surgical findings, Smith responded that Varela did

not submit anything “contradicting” his earlier opinion.  The following exchange took place

on cross-examination:

Q. I’m asking, if he had sent you just this report [the operative report],
would you have paid [for the surgery]?

A. No.

Q. And why not?

A. Because I’m basing our denial on his report that it’s not related.

Q. Right.  And you would therefore, based on that comment, have
ignored what was in the other exhibit?

A. Yes.

Under questioning from me, Smith testified that she is unaware of what medical

records of Claimant that Dr. Varela had reviewed.  The following exchange took place:

Q. Okay.  Now, you said that you reviewed my [2012] decision, correct?

A. Yes.

Q. Okay.  I’m going to show you–this is page eight of Claimant’s Exhibit
2 from the [2012] hearing, and I can approach you, we’re kind of all
gathered around the same table hear.  This is a–this is represented
to be an MRI report from Dr. Jeffrey Angel, do you see that?
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A. Yes.

Q. Now, have you seen this?  To your knowledge have you seen this
report before?

A. Yes.

Q. Okay.  Now, this is dated July 21st, 2010, roughly two years before
Varela’s report, correct?

A. Correct.

Q. And it looks like as I read this MRI report, is that this MRI report found
on the left shoulder interstitial tearing, do you see that?

A. Well, I don’t know that I remember reading those particular–a lot of
times we just read the impression.

Q. Okay.  And–but do you see that finding?

A. Yes.

Q. Do you recall that?  When you’ve been dealing with this case with
Varela’s office did you recall that finding in her earlier MRI?

A. I recall–yes, I think she kept telling me that she had a tear.

Q. Okay.

A. And then, but then she saw Dr. Pruitt after that and I don’t know that
Dr. Pruitt agreed with that.

Q. Okay.  You recall in my opinion in finding objective findings of the left
shoulder injury referenced that MRI finding, do you recall that?

A. Yes.

IV. Medical Records

In analyzing the medical records that were introduced at the April 24, 2012 hearing,

I wrote in the July 16, 2012 opinion:

In reviewing the documentary evidence in this case, both medical and
non-medical, I find that it supports Claimant’s testimony.  The parties have
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3This position is supported by the fact that Dr. Angel’s in previous records used
this same language to describe the source of Claimant’s right shoulder injury.

not included the records of the initial treatment of her right shoulder injury by
Dr. Angel et al., but his record of June 28, 2010 states:  “She was last seen
on 6/2/10.  Has severe burning pain in left shoulder at times.  Does all the
lifting/etc. with left since right has been hurt.  Pain building since initial injury.
Some night pain.”  Angel’s assessment reads:  “Left Shoulder Pain
Worsening 719.41.”  He recommended an MRI of the left shoulder.  On July
21, 2010, Dr. Angel wrote:  “Has occasional burning pain in left shoulder at
times.  Left shoulder shows thickened supraspinatous with interstitial tearing
and fluid in a/c joint.”  This was found on the July 16, 2010 MRI.  He
assessed her as having “Left Rotator Cuff Tear (Acute) 840.4,” and
recommended a left shoulder arthroscopy “to evaluate and treat left
supraspinatous with repair of very thick/torn–interstitial of supraspinatous.”
The surgery was scheduled for September 1, 2010.  However, it did not take
place.  Instead, the left shoulder was injected on August 4, 2010.  That day,
Dr. Angel described Claimant’s left shoulder pain as having “developed as
a result of a resident grabbing her arm, twisting, pulling and pushing on it on
9/10/09 @ 8:30 p.m.”  But as pointed out at the hearing, her records at times
cite the wrong shoulder.3  For that reason, along with her earlier description
to Angel that this occurred as a result of overuse, I am disinclined to cite this
as a discrepancy in Claimant’s characterization as to how her left shoulder
condition came about.  The doctor assessed her as having impingement.

Claimant continued to complain of left shoulder problems to the
providers she saw.  Angel on October 27, 2010 wrote:

Left shoulder has interstitial tearing.  We had contemplated
arthroscopy to see about transtendon repair to prevent complete tear.
She wants to proceed.  However, with her history of ongoing non-
healing vs retear, I want to get second opinion for both shoulders from
Dr. Collins.  Patient and work comp nurse agree.

On February 2, 2011, Dr. Angel stated that “I do not see pathology on either
side that should keep her from doing light duty or causing the amount of pain
she is having . . . I recommend FCE [functional capacity evaluation] to see
exactly what her functional capacity is at this point.”  The evaluation,
conducted on February 17, 2011, reflected that she gave an unreliable effort,
and refused to attempt the Reaching with Weight testing with either arm.  But
Claimant in her testimony explained that she was told not to undertake
anything that “hurt[s] too bad”–and that her inability to complete a task was
wrongfully characterized as a refusal.  The FCE showed that she was
capable of working in at least the Light category.
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Angel on March 23, 2011 recommended that she seek pain
management for the left shoulder condition.  She underwent an independent
medical evaluation by Dr. Pruitt on May 18, 2011.  It focused almost solely
on the right shoulder; Pruitt’s only reference to the other shoulder is this
statement:  “Apparently she is also having problems with the left shoulder at
this time.”  On July 12, 2011, Claimant saw Dr. Ronald Tilley primarily
concerning her right shoulder.  He added:  “She apparently has left rotator
cuff tear now as well.”  Dr. Varela on December 16, 2011 assigned Claimant
an eleven percent (11%) impairment rating to Claimant’s right upper
extremity–ignoring the left and supporting her testimony that he refused to
address the left shoulder.

The medical records of Claimant contained in Claimant’s Exhibit 1 and

Respondents’ Exhibit 1 in the instant hearing reflect the following:

On September 21, 2012, Claimant went to Dr. Varela.  His report reads:

PHYSICAL EXAMINATION:
The patient has near full range of motion with no obvious rotator cuff
weakness.  She has mild tenderness over the anterior acromion and pain to
forward elevation at approximately 170 degrees.

MRI scan was reviewed and showed some chronic changes secondary to
bursitis and some fraying of the undersurface of the rotator cuff, but no frank
tear.

IMPRESSION:
Chronic subacromial bursitis with rotator cuff fraying.

PLAN:
The patient is advised she has a chronic degenerative condition secondary
to normal use and is not related to an acute traumatic event.  Therefore, I
see no evidence that this recurrent bursitis and rotator cuff condition is
related to her work injury in 2009.  The patient is advised if her symptoms
worsen, she would be a candidate for diagnostic arthroscopy and
debridement, but this would be done under her regular insurance.  The
patient is advised that she can return to normal activities without restriction,
except to avoid repetitive overhead activities as much as she can.

Dr. Varela’s opinion quoted above notwithstanding, his record for the date that

Claimant was admitted to the hospital for a left shoulder arthroscopy, May 30, 2013, shows

that he stated on that date when relating her history:  “She is also noted to have a small
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rotator cuff tear.”  His assessment at that point was that she had a “possible rotator cuff

tear.”  But his notes from the operation, which occurred later that same date, show that the

procedure “revealed significant fraying at the insertion of the greater tuberosity.”  He

diagnosed her thereafter as having a “[p]artial rotator cuff tear left shoulder.”  Dr. John

Akins, in seeing Claimant in follow-up on June 11, 2013, wrote that in the surgery there

was a “debridement of undersurface rotator cuff tear.”

V. Adjudication

A. Additional Treatment

Introduction.  Claimant has contended that she was entitled to reasonable and

necessary treatment in the form of left shoulder surgery by Dr. Varela.  Respondents

dispute this.

Standards.  Arkansas Code Annotated Section 11-9-508(a) (Repl. 2012) states that

an employer shall provide for an injured employee such medical treatment as may be

necessary in connection with the injury received by the employee.  Wal-Mart Stores, Inc.

v. Brown, 82 Ark. App. 600, 120 S.W.3d 153 (2003).  But employers are liable only for

such treatment and services as are deemed necessary for the treatment of the claimant’s

injuries.  DeBoard v. Colson Co., 20 Ark. App. 166, 725 S.W.2d 857 (1987).  The claimant

must prove by a preponderance of the evidence that medical treatment is reasonable and

necessary for the treatment of a compensable injury.  Brown, supra; Geo Specialty Chem.

v. Clingan, 69 Ark. App. 369, 13 S.W.3d 218 (2000).  The standard “preponderance of the

evidence” means the evidence having greater weight or convincing force.  Barre v.

Hoffman, 2009 Ark. 373, 326 S.W.3d 415; Smith v. Magnet Cove Barium Corp., 212 Ark.
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491, 206 S.W.2d 442 (1947).  What constitutes reasonable and necessary medical

treatment is a question of fact for the Commission.  White Consolidated Indus. v. Galloway,

74 Ark. App. 13, 45 S.W.3d 396 (2001); Wackenhut Corp. v. Jones, 73 Ark. App. 158, 40

S.W.3d 333 (2001).

Discussion.  In the 2012 hearing, I found that Claimant had established that she

suffered a compensable injury to her left shoulder.  In so doing, I specifically cited the

results of her July 16, 2010 MRI, which showed, inter alia, interstitial tearing.  Dr. Angel

opined that she had a tear that was “acute.”  In my 2012 opinion, I found that she had

shown her entitlement to reasonable and necessary treatment of this injury.  Again,

Respondents did not appeal this decision.  When Claimant returned to Dr. Varela

thereafter and underwent another MRI, he read it on September 21, 2012 to show “only

some fraying . . . but no frank tear” of the rotator cuff, and he opined that this was a

“chronic degenerative condition secondary to normal use and is not related to an acute

traumatic event.”  My earlier opinion notwithstanding, Respondents chose to rely on this

opinion and deny coverage for the surgical procedure.  But when the operation finally took

place in May 2013, the results showed that Dr. Varela’s interpretation of the 2012 MRI was

incorrect.  There was, in fact, a rotator cuff tear as Dr. Angel found on the 2010 MRI.

The Commission is authorized to accept or reject a medical opinion and is

authorized to determine its medical soundness and probative value.  Poulan Weed Eater

v. Marshall, 79 Ark. App. 129, 84 S.W.3d 878 (2002).  Moreover, in Cooper v. Textron,

2005 AWCC 31, Claim No. F213354 (Full Commission Opinion filed February 14, 2005),

the Commission addressed the standard when examination medical opinions concerning

causation:
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Medical evidence is not ordinarily required to prove causation, i.e., a
connection between an injury and the claimant's employment, Wal-Mart v.
Van Wagner, 337 Ark. 443, 990 S.W.2d 522 (1999), but if a medical opinion
is offered on causation, the opinion must be stated within a reasonable
degree of medical certainty.  This medical opinion must do more than state
that the causal relationship between the work and the injury is a possibility.
Doctors' medical opinions need not be absolute.  The Supreme Court has
never required that a doctor be absolute in an opinion or that the magic
words “within a reasonable degree of medical certainty” even be used by the
doctor; rather, the Supreme Court has simply held that the medical opinion
be more than speculation; if the doctor renders an opinion about causation
with language that goes beyond possibilities and establishes that work was
the reasonable cause of the injury, this evidence should pass muster.  See,
Freeman v. Con-Agra Frozen Foods, 344 Ark. 296, 40 S.W.3d 760 (2001).
However, where the only evidence of a causal connection is a speculative
and indefinite medical opinion, it is insufficient to meet the claimant's burden
of proving causation.  Crudup v. Regal Ware, Inc., 341, Ark. 804, 20 S.W.3d
900 (2000); KII Construction Company v. Crabtree, 78 Ark. App. 222, 79
S.W.3d 414 (2002).

In light of the medical evidence, I cannot, and do not, credit Dr. Varela’s opinion that he

expressed on September 21, 2012 that Claimant’s left shoulder condition was

“degenerative” and “not related to an acute traumatic event.”  Instead, I credit Dr. Angel’s

opinion that she had a rotator cuff tear in her left shoulder that was acute in origin–which,

again, was borne out by the surgery that Varela ended up performing.  In sum, the

evidence shows that Claimant suffered a rotator cuff tear in her left shoulder.  The surgery

that addressed this was clearly causally related to her compensable left shoulder injury.

Consequently, Claimant has proven by a preponderance of the evidence that her left

shoulder surgery and related treatment was reasonable and necessary.

B. Medical Mileage

Introduction.  Claimant has also contended that she is entitled to reimbursement for

the mileage she incurred in connection with her left shoulder surgery.  Respondents have
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controverted her entitlement to this because it arose out of the surgery that they

controverted.

Standards.  AWCC Advisory 89-2 (Updated) reads in pertinent part:

The Arkansas Workers’ Compensation Commission (AWCC) approves
mileage reimbursement rates as medical expenses related to an injury or
illness arising out of an in the course of employment.

For actual miles drive to and from medical providers on and after May 1,
2008, the reimbursement rate is 43¢ per mile.

Travel must be as a result of job-related injuries and meet all reasonableness
requirements established by law, the AWCC, and the courts.

See also Ark. Code Ann. § 11-9-508 (Repl. 2012).

Discussion.  I have found that Claimant’s May 30, 2013 left shoulder surgery was

reasonable and necessary.  Claimant’s testimony, which I credit, was that in connection

with this surgery and the treatment thereafter, she made a total of four 85-mile round trips

to Dr. Varela’s office and/or Stone County Medical Center.  I find that this mileage was

reasonable and the result of her job-related left shoulder injury.  Accordingly, Claimant has

proven by a preponderance of the evidence that she is entitled to reimbursement for the

mileage.

CONCLUSION AND AWARD

Respondents are directed to furnish/pay benefits in accordance with the findings of

fact and conclusions of law set forth above.  All accrued sums shall be paid in a lump sum

without discount, and this award shall earn interest at the legal rate until paid, pursuant to

Ark. Code Ann. § 11-9-809 (Repl. 2012).  See Couch v. First State Bank of Newport, 49

Ark. App. 102, 898 S.W.2d 57 (1995).
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IT IS SO ORDERED.
________________________________
Hon. O. Milton Fine II
Administrative Law Judge


